

MINUTES OF MEETING EAST HOMESTEAD
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of East Homestead Community Development District was held on Friday, May 14, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. at the Oasis Community Clubhouse, 171 NE 30th Road, Homestead, Florida 33033.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Susan Genther Laurie Weil Raymond Harris Stephen Walker Saens Dorcely

Also present were:

Luis Hernandez Ben Quesada Michael Pawelczyk Alex Garcia
Eileen Marti Lisa Halloren Al Torres


Segment I:

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
 Chairman Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary (phone)


District Manager
Governmental Management Services District Counsel
NFC Amenity Management NFC Amenity Management City Furniture
Resident (via telecommunication)




Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of Allegiance
Mr. Hernandez called the roll and stated we have a quorum and led the Pledge of Allegiance.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Audience	Comments	-	As	per
District's rules, each speaker has 3 minutes to provide comments
Mr. Hernandez:  The first item that we have is audience comments.
Ms. Genther: Before we do that, could you please make a statement about the fact that we are not wearing masks?
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Mr. Hernandez: As it has been indicated by the CDC, those who choose to and have been vaccinated now are being allowed to be getting into a closed facility, and as long as they are surrounded by vaccinated people, no one has to be wearing a mask. The ones that are required to be wearing a mask are those that have not received a vaccine. Although with that indication, as of yet, no one can request, nor can inquire if the person has had the vaccine. By taking that off right now, you are incurring a risk that we are all aware of, but at the same time in an effort to go ahead and move this as rapidly as we can, I believe the Supervisors and the Manager are not wearing a mask. Now the statement is on the record.
Ms. Genther: We need to see your card. Mr. Hernandez: We cannot ask that.
Ms. Genther: You're not allowed to ask that? Mr. Harris: HIPPA rules.
Ms. Genther: Oh ok.
Mr. Hernandez: Many states are facing that right now because1 it is illegal for you to go ahead and request a copy or proof that a person was vaccinated. I don't have any problem if anyone wants to see it, I have a copy in my car. With that being said, audience comments. Al, since we have you here, do you have any items to present to the Board at this time? We cannot hear you. We will have to come back to that particular issue.
Mr. Harris: Looking through the minutes and the follow-up from BrightView, that area behind Mirage looked the cleanest I have ever seen it. Whoever cleaned that out, did you see those pictures, there is nothing back there. Nothing. Finally, the message got across.
Mr. Hernandez: They are still having to improve the way how they are providing the services. They are making the best effort. The part that I am trying to do is bring some consistency to the service which is the part that I have already expressed with them is my biggest concern.
Ms. Genther: There is a problem getting behind Bali along that same stretch. It is weird how the fencing is and the Baywinds people don't want BrightView cutting through their property anymore. There is a problem because to get there, they have to cross over a little bit of Baywinds because of the way things were designed. It is weird.
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Mr. Hernandez: Where?
Ms. Genther: On the south side of Bali. It is either the COD or it is the HOA that is right there. I am not sure.
Mr. Hernandez: The one that owns that parcel is the COD and the problem is that they are not allowed to bring neither their trucks nor their cars, none of those vehicles.
Ms. Genther: And they don't want their vehicles crossing over there but it is just like 8 feet or 10 feet of grass.
Mr. Hernandez: Those are the kinds of things that I am meeting personally making me feel uncomfortable because people get to be tied up with the closed eyes and seeing the problem . If we need to make and cutting the portion of the edge to make an entrance to be able to provide the service that can be done, we have it in here. We have it in several places throughout the community where we put a berm right behind and they have an access that no one from the outside gets to be seeing it. Those who are providing the service will know how to get there. It can be easily resolved; they are just looking for a solution and that is the part that gets to be uncomfortable.
Ms. Genther: Go out there with Ben and take a look at it. It is tricky and plus the lake interferes with some of the access also.
Mr. Hernandez:  What I discussed with them is that in the past what we have done is there are like two or three properties that doesn't have any fences, all that you need to do is talk to the homeowner. Typically, and normally, homeowners will not mind as long as you have spoken to them prior. I know that Ben was talking to one of those homeowners, but once again, everybody is getting tied up with a solution. We have been using BrightView since 2009. Twelve years later to come back and tell me that we have a problem to get into an area, it gets me a little uncomfortable.
Ms. Genther: The problem wasn't there until Baywinds... .Ms. Genther was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: I am the District Manager for Baywinds, I am the one who sent the letter. Whomever is making that statement doesn't know what they are saying. They are just trying to get out of trouble and using an excuse that there is a problem. With that being said, let's try back with Al. Al, did you have anything to say? Al, for some reason
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we cannot hear you. If you don't mind, why don't you call us? That way we will be able to hear you. Thank you.
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration of Small Project
Agreement with Shenandoah General Construction, LLC for Drain and Catch Basin Cleaning 2021
Mr. Hernandez: Consideration of a small project agreement with Shenandoah. You get to be seeing the one that I received was the one that was fully executed by the District. I do have it with me, the hard copy of that document in case someone wants to review it. When are they starting service?
Mr. Quesada: May 24.
Mr. Hernandez:   Unless anyone has any questions, we are just asking for a motion to ratify the agreement, a copy which was included and making it part of the District record.

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Mr. Harris with all in favor, the small project agreement with Shenandoah General Construction, LLC for drain and catch basin cleaning 2021 was approved.



Ms. Genther: I did want to make a statement. I thought it was really nice of this company, Shenandoah, that they included... .Ms. Genther was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: Just for everybody to know, this company specializes in this type of services. They are not the cheapest, you can see the prices, but at the same time the hiccup that we had in the last experience that we had when we tried to do the cleaning of the drain system is making our lives miserable, we need to get it done properly. I believe and feel that we have a reputable company that is going to be providing an outstanding job. With that being said, unless anyone has any other questions in regard to that matter, I will be moving to the discussion of the existing pool contract.

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion	OF	Existing	Pool
Contract

A. Consideration of Service Proposal from Miami Pool Tech, Inc.
Mr. Hernandez: One of the items that it has been cautioned by us, and as the Board knows I have tried to give all the vendors the benefit of the doubt, but we continue to get the same problems over and over with the pool company. Right now one of the biggest hiccups we have been having lately is the splash pad. It was working for a few days, then it is turned off and then back on. Last time when we were trying to find a solution, the problem that we were having is that other reputable companies came to be extremely high compared to what we are currently paying. Right now we have a company that GMS has been using in other facilities which is doing an outstanding job. We have been using them for several times for approximately 2 ½ years with excellent services. We asked them to come. We asked them to provide us with a proposal. The proposal was actually a little bit less than we are currently paying.
Mr. Walker: Would this be for all of it, the pool and the splash pad?
Mr. Hernandez: Everything, just one company. Miami Tech Pool, they have a mechanic, they have an electrician, they have someone who will be able to fix anything that they have, so I believe that is going to be a benefit.
Ms. Weil: What is their response time?
Mr. Hernandez: The offices are in Doral. When we have needed them, the next day they are here. As a matter of fact, two weeks ago I had a problem in Downtown Doral, one of my CDD's, we called them and the same day they showed up and fixed the pool. If it is early in the morning for sure it will be the same day, if it is late in the afternoon at the latest, I would expect it to be early in the morning.
Mr. Walker: Do they keep a supply of spare parts?
Mr. Hernandez: They have a shop; they do many of the repairs themselves. Regular items that get to be damaged, they typically have them in storage. We used to have problems in Silver Palms and they already have them in stock, and it hasn't been an issue.
Mr. Walker: How are they doing, this comes as a surprise to me? I was on this subject a year ago, but now I thought their service has been good so what is the problems other than the splash pad?
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Mr. Hernandez: We got the pool closed three months ago and they should have known what the requirement was. They waited until the inspector came to tell them what was in the rules. That was the first red flag that I had. What I expect from any of my vendors is they need to be experts in the area and field when they are assisting the COD. If they need to wait until the inspector comes to tell them that they are not up to code, then I see a problem.
Mr. Walker: That was the first problem?
Mr. Hernandez: Yes. We have had in the past other issues. We have had in the past other problems. Right now the one that consistently doesn't seem to be fixed is specifically the splash pad.
Mr. Harris: I heard on the news that they are having problems getting chlorine. Is that a fact?
Mr. Hernandez: Companies who provide maintenance services, typically they have contracts with the ones that actually get to be mixing the chlorine. I would not believe that none of my vendors, nor the one that we currently have will be facing those problems. At the same time, the amount of chlorine that we have in storage just in the facility itself will give us enough for at least for a month.
Mr. Harris: Things will pick up once things get back in order.
Mr. Hernandez: Correct. Every time that they come, they replenish whatever is missing, therefore, it is true that chlorine is becoming an issue and not only the chlorine at this point, but a lot of items, even paint is taking three to four weeks to get some colors of paint. Why everybody seems to be suffering the same problems, it is taking longer to obtain items that used to be easy and readily available in the past. Once again it is just showing options to the Board. If you want to continue and keep a close eye on the existing vendor, I will not have any problem. The only part that I can tell you is the part that always concerns me is when I don't have a backup plan. Right now as I said, we are getting a backup plan so that we unplug the other one whenever the Board is ready.
Ms. Genther: There is nothing in the contract about them responding to emergencies or pool closings or anything like that where there would be a kind of a perimeter for them to stick with.
Mr. Hernandez: Keep in mind that right now all that you are seeing is the proposal.
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You can indicate to include if you choose to be moving forward, keep in mind when I get to be presenting an item, I have no idea if it is right or wrong. I am just letting the Board know of a particular item, if you choose to move forward with that item and you want to be having a specific paragraph indicating that you can do so. The pool and the jacuzzi, I have no concerns. Everything seems to be smoothly moving with little hiccups maintenance wise but nothing big. The splash pad if you look at it, every other day they have a problem. Why doesn't it get to be resolved? They always get to be finding someone to blame and that is the part that I don't like to do business.
Mr. Walker: My concern was their response time was sometimes slow to incidents. Secondly, we would have outages that shut the pool for long periods. When I say long, I mean a week or two weeks,	long periods.	Now the company that is taking care of maintaining the pool is quite well, although we don't have the heavy usage, we have had so I can't say how they would do when we have normal usage. I am a little concerned about going from the frying pan into the fire. Is that the saying? I am concerned about changing and not having as good a response as we are now with incidents that will occur.
Mr. Hernandez: To answer that, their services, and they have been servicing for at least 2 ½ years Palm Glades COD. Palm Glades is the property that is 15 minutes away from here. We have never had an issue; they do have incidents and it has never been a problem that they do not get to be coming with enough time.
Mr. Walker: The contract has to stipulate response time by incident. Ms. Genther: I think that is what we have in the existing contract.
Mr. Walker: For solids, here is what happens, and for liquids, here is what happens.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Just so you know, you can put as much as you want in the contract. It doesn't mean they are going to show up.
Mr. Walker: That is my concern. Mr. Walker was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Pawelczyk:   That is up to you. I think the more you put in here, the more difficult it is going to be because in all due respect, they are just pool contractors. They just come out and clean the pool. If you put a penalty in there, they may just walk aw_ay. It is up to the Board. You can put it in there. The only way to enforce the penalty is to file a lawsuit. Are you going to file a lawsuit for $150 or whatever the penalty is?
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Mr. Hernandez: Once again, I don't know if the Board wants to give this company the benefit of the doubt, but at least the part that we know on the administrative side is that I do have a backup plan that could be plugged in just 30 days.
Ms. Weil: I like them as a backup plan, but I hesitate to change right now.  Let's let our current vendor go through the summer, make sure everything is up and running . He is local. Then if we continue to have problems, we have the backup.
Mr. Hernandez: Perfect.
Mr. Harris: I think that is kind of what you wanted to do.
Ms. Weil: If we run into problems over the summer, we can change then.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that I never like is surprises. Now we know if we get to be having any problems, even if it is through the summer, we will have a backup plan. When we had the incident with the pump, we didn't have a backup plan. We were depending on that particular vendor. The only solution at that time was to stay with them, work with them to get through it. Since then, I have been trying to find a backup plan. It took me almost a year to be able to find a solution and once again in the way that the existing service is being provided, it doesn't require us to drastically come and change it. The part that ·I am getting a little hesitant is that summer is here and soon we are going to be having full capacity coming. Those are the factors that I don't want to have any surprises.
Ms. Genther: I just wanted to express concern that we had repeated outages with the splash pad here in the last month or so. I am not sure why that has not been repaired properly so that we are not having that problem any longer. If I may say, Silver Palms/Palms Glades COD, that Clubhouse facility has a splash pad that is five times what we have, so this vendor is taking care of that as well. I am assuming they are doing ok with their splash pad.
Mr. Hernandez:  There is a small difference. That one is a mix between the kid's
· pool and the splash pad, so you have water within the walking path all the time. This one doesn't have water all the time. The problem that you are seeing here is not always the same issue. You have one time it was the problem with the timer, another time it was the pipes, and another time it was a problem with the pump, so if that continues to be having, and the part that I don't know is that shouldn't they be able to come and check them all
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and solve them all? I am getting ready that when we have a hiccup and we are in the middle of the summer; we will be able to proactively get a solution and that was my intent for that proposal.
Mr. Quesada: Just to piggyback on what Luis, it is a backup plan but we are looking for out of a pool vendor, full service, meaning we don't have to call a sub to come out and help with something that a lot of other pool companies mechanically can repair on their own. We are looking for more full service.
Mr. Hernandez: I think that the Supervisors were saying is the Board is aware of the backup plan. I will be sending a letter to have a conversation with the owner of Eco Blue, and I will be laying out letting him know that the splash pad and everything that he is providing services to gets to be proactively serviced.
Mr. Walker: That was one of my questions. It was going to be, will you let them
know?
Mr. Hernandez: Oh certainly. Everything that the Board gets to discuss here, all
the vendors, whenever you bring an issue, the vendors get to be notified.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Resolution
#2021-07 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2022 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing
Mr. Hernandez: The next item that we have, and I will try to make it as quick as I can is the proposed budget. The part that I do want to let the Board know is I don't want to spend too much time today going through the details of what the proposed budget gets to be presenting right now. The part that the Board already knows is that the proposed budget just means that at least the sixty-day period is starting. All that you are doing today is accepting a document that you are going to be working with. The importance of that document is to let us proceed from staff, meaning GMS in this particular case, based on the current expenditures whether there is a need on the general fund side to have an increase or not. The good news for this is that based on the current expenditure, based on the current agreements that we have, based on the expectations of what has been taking place in the last year, the District staff does not believe that we need to have an
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increase. We will be able to continue to be providing all those services with the same level of assessment per unit as we have charged in the past. I believe that what proactively we can do is accept it today and that is my request to the Board. We can have a workshop at the next meeting and the following to discuss it in detail and answer any questions that not only the Supervisors would have, but what anyone would have in regard to the proposal.
Ms. Weil: Correct me if I am wrong, but I think it was said before that if we approve this proposed budget, we can change the numbers within the budget, but we can't increase it.
Mr. Hernandez: You can lower it. It will be creating a cap that you cannot increase it from there. By accepting the proposed, but the proposed budget, what the Board is going to be facing and accepting today is that the District will have to be surviving with a budget, still if having a workshop the Board believes that you are going to be needing to have a need for an increase, it needs to be discussed at least 30 days prior to that meeting where the Board is going to be adopting it because by law we will need to send a letter to all the residents letting them know about the increase. Yes, the proposed budget gets to be setting a cap. If the Board gets to be feeling 30 days from now that we need to have an increase for any unforeseen item, we still have the time to go ahead and include it. June 15 is when we have our final deadline, we will be presenting to Miami-Dade County what is going to be our TRIM numbers. Once you give the TRIM to Miami-Dade County, then you can't increase it.
Mr. Walker: This is obvious what I am going to say, but this is not the environment considering Covid, the economy, and the burden that has been on many people to do an increase .
Mr. Hernandez: I completely agree with you sir. Believe me, the CDD has invested in the last year and a half a lot in the community. We are going to be discussing today big items of expenditure that the Board is going to be investing in the community. The part that I feel comfortable and successful to come back to the Board and express is that all that was part of the setup plan, the funds have been available, we have not been pulling from the reserves.
Ms. Genther: Will you allow me two questions on what we have here?
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Mr. Hernandez: Sure.
Ms. Genther: Under the field, the landscape maintenance, I am just wondering is that reflecting having a dedicated crew in here?
Mr. Hernandez: That is reflecting all the existing agreements that we have.
Ms. Genther: The other question that I have, and this one is probably easy. Up at the top of the Revenues, unassigned fund balance actual from 3/21/21, there is an asterisk next to the number. What does that mean?
Mr. Hernandez: Actual, they have moved more funds then they were initially stating, keep in mind that we were having some reserves for the construction. That is what they were indicating. The budget will be adopted with the Resolution. The part is for the Board to define is when it is that you want to discuss that. The earliest we can do it will be at the July 26 meeting. My suggestion would be to do it August 13 or August 23.
Ms. Genther: We usually do it in August.
Mr. Hernandez: That is going to be giving us plenty of time instead of 60, we are taking approximately 90 days. We will be able to accommodate one of the workshops to be presenting and discussing so that the Board gets to be having a further understanding and answer any type of questions. We will be closer to know what the actual expenditures are.
Ms. Genther: I am just a little concerned that we don't have an answer on what it would cost for a dedicated crew. If it turned out that this might be X number of dollars that might affect the bottom line of the budget that we should not accept this today if there ended up needing to be an increase for that purpose.
Mr. Hernandez: The dedicated crew that you are saying, you are talking about probably another $150,000.
Ms. Genther: I thought that there was, going back in time, I thought that there was a discussion where we were talking more in the neighborhood of about $130,000.
Mr. Hernandez: I believe that what we have done, and correct me if I am wrong, by increasing the size of the berm and the bushes that we have, we have made it so that the existing contractor can provide all the landscape services that we need. The need for having a special dedicated crew in my eyes does not appear. Isn't that the understanding?

Mr. Quesada: We did put a good investment towards lowering the hedge so that they don't have to call extra people in to maintain that at that height. It is an alternative way to having a full-time crew to make it so there is less that they have to trim with special equipment.
Mr. Hernandez: Just for you to gain some comfort, we can go back to BrightView and ask them this specific question, and we can bring that back at the June 11 meeting. If at that time the Board feels that there is a need for an increase, you still have time to do it. By accepting it today, it doesn't change when we get to be adopting it, all that it gets to be doing is that we will have an answer for that at the June 11 meeting.
Mr. Harris: It starts the meter running. Mr. Hernandez: Correct.
Ms. Genther: We are talking about $130,000/$150,000. I agree with Steve and the consensus that this isn't really a great year to raise fees.
Mr. Hernandez: This facility and all the bonds that we did in 2013, next year we will be able to start working on refinancing. Part of what I believe needs to be done so there are no surprises for everyone, is that if we need to have an increase in the operation and maintenance, let's try to offset that increase by increasing what is needed for this facility and all the improvements that we made with the facility.   Keep in mind that we are asking for instance, we are asking the City and the County to provide a solution, we don't know what the solutions are going to be, so yes, it likely may be something so significant that instead of coming and paying it all at once, at the time of the refinancing we can go ahead and try to patch some of that out that we will not be penalizing the homeowners.
Mr. Harris: We talked about that before.
Ms. Genther: Doesn't that also back to where Lennar's company trucks and equipment were riding the roads where we now have potholes or the start of potholes? Wasn't there something about Lennar was going to come and do a resurface after they finished construction?
Mr. Hernandez: They usually resurface each one of the subdivisions once that they finish construction . The resurfacing of these roads is just going to be basically just receiving a seal.
Ms. Genther: But they were damaging our roads by using them to drive their trucks.

Mr. Hernandez: We went back to them; those are County roads, so we have nothing to prevent them from doing it. We had tractors coming through them. There are farms on this side and there are tractors that have come through here.
Ms. Genther: But not the kind that have the metal treads. Those probably are not licensed to be driving on local roads. I am just saying. Anyway, we have gone through this before.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that I think I am trying to say is that what is being presented today is not the only plan, and I think that is the point that I am trying to make. The part that I am suggesting for the Resolution, not hearing any other questions with the budget itself, is setting the date and time when you are going to have it. My suggestion is to have it August 13, 2021.
Ms. Genther: That sounds good to me.
Mr. Hernandez: Just to indicate for the record, it will be at the same time that the Board meets, being 9:00 a.m. and it will be at the same place, being the Oasis Community Clubhouse. 171 NE 30th Road in Homestead. Al, have you been able to solve your communication problem? I can see that you are moving your mouth. I cannot hear you.
On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, Resolution #2021-07 approving the proposed fiscal year 2022 budget and setting the public hearing date of August 13, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. Oasis Community Clubhouse, 171 NE 30th Road, Homestead, Florida was approved.
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Mr. Torres: I can hear you Luis.
Mr. Hernandez: We were having problems hearing you. Did you have anything to present to the Board?
Mr. Torres: Not today. Thank you so much. Mr. Hernandez: Ok. Perfect.
Segment II - Workshop Section:
(At this time the Board went into a workshop meeting to discuss the following items.	No actions were taken)

	Furniture Options - Presentation from Representative from City Furniture
	Landscape Update
	Discussion of Agreement with Lennar in regards to the Funding for the Traffic Improvement
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	Traffic Improvements Update
	Drainage Improvements Update
	Update on Gym Construction Improvements - Change Order #3
	Discussion of the Minutes of the April 9, 2021 Meeting
	Update on Building Improvements and any Other Projects and Workshop Items 1.Trellis
	Palm Planters
	Aluminum Gazebo (12x16)


Segment Ill:

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization	or
Requiring		Board Items	Discussed Workshop
	Approval of the Minutes of the April 9, 2021 Meeting
	Any Other Approvals

 Approvals Action	for
During
Mr. Hernandez: As we come back to the record and as part of the discussion of all the items that have been presented to the Board, the first item that I need to be presenting for the Board's consideration would be approval of the minutes of April 9, 2021 meeting with the indicated changes on page 3, 7, 8, 14, 35 and 40.

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Mr. Walker with all in favor, the minutes of the April 9, 2021 meeting with indicated changes were approved.


Mr. Hernandez: The next item that I have is a motion authorizing an agreement with Lennar and authorizing the proper officials to execute it.
On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Mr. Walker with all in favor, an approval authorizing the proper officials to execute an agreement with Lennar was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: Moving forward, the next item that I have is the Downrite contract for the traffic improvement. I will be asking the Board to authorize by the use of the presented traffic improvement, authorize the District to enter into an agreement with Downrite for the traffic improvement.


On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Genther with all in favor, a motion to authorize the District to enter into an agreement with Downrite for traffic improvements were approved.
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Mr. Hernandez: The next item will be authorizing to enter into an agreement with American Concrete Shell, Inc. for the contract for the drainage improvements.
On MOTION by Mr. Walker seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, authorization to enter into an agreement with American Concrete Shell, Inc. for the drainage improvements was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: Moving on, Change Order #3 has been presented. It is coming from American Concrete Shell. At this point, unless anyone has any other questions a motion to approve the Change Order will be in order.
On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, Change Order #3 from American Concrete Shell, Inc. was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: That concludes everything in regard to the workshop.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney

Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't have anything to report other than thanks for having me back. It is good to be here. It was my birthday yesterday. I was 52 yesterday.
Ms. Genther: Happy Birthday. Mr. Walker: Happy Birthday.
Mr. Harris: So, you are as old as me now.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You knew I was always catching up. Just for the record, the Clubhouse looks fantastic. Obviously, I haven't seen anything. I am very happy that is happening since I have been here with Luis since really the beginning. Just seeing it is going to be a wonderful project. The only other item that I will .mention since we are in a
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Clubhouse, I don't know if Vanessa has brought it up before, the legislation on Covid-19, has she brought that up here?
Ms. Weil: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Then I don't have to mention it. The legislation that makes it difficult to bring frivolous lawsuits for Covid-19 claims. Your Form 1 forms should come in at the end of this month or the beginning of the next. If you already have sent it in, you are good.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Their website is not even updated yet. I file mine in February every year. They said it was going to be updated in May. As of Monday, it has not been updated.
Ms. Genther: I was hoping to be able to do it online.
Mr. Pawelczyk: They are working on that. The legislation is out there where eventually you are going to be able to go the Commission on Ethics website and just fill it out and send it in. Otherwise, I don't have anything to report unless there are any questions? I will work on those two agreements that you just approved and get those to you next week probably.
Ms. Genther: I think it is pretty cool that Mike is here. He has seen this community transform.
Mr. Walker: Luis, what is the new rules on masks and vaccinations? I missed the
detail.
Mr. Hernandez: The latest that has been said as far as masks is that if an individual
has received the vaccine, outside they don't need to wear a mask. When they come into a building and in the building, there are people who have been vaccinated, they don't need to be wearing a mask. The ones that need to be wearing a mask are the ones that have not received the vaccine. That is the greatest and latest that has been presented. Currently both the State of Florida and the Federal Government is pushing to get to move forward in opening up everything. The Federal Government is making a special effort to bring everything back to normal as soon as we can.
Mr. Pawelczyk: If the District wants to do a rule that is related to that as governing how people behave out here, we will have to go through rulemaking to do that. You would have to do a public hearing. That is what the Governor did, he basically validated like

Miami-Dade County has done or suspended it until July 1. If you do want to do something related to that rule, you just have to go through the rule making process.
Mr. Walker: Do you want to review our usage plan, not today but perhaps at the next meeting for the facilities?
Mr. Hernandez: Not a problem sir.
Mr. Walker: We have to stay on top of that and open it as much as we can.
Ms. Genther: Following the guidelines mean that we would need to make a rule, in other words this idea that if you have not been vaccinated, and of course this is an honor system.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It is only if you are going to be more restrictive than what the guidelines are and say ok, we are still going to require people to wear a mask, you would have to go through rule making. A private business can do whatever it wants. But because we are a government entity, you would have to go through rule making. The other issue is, what we like to do in our office is we are distinguishing between regulating the way people behave to policy so that doesn't mean you could determine when you are going to open your facility. That is up to you. You could determine pool capacity. If you have a lower pool capacity, keep it that way because that is not a rule per se. You don't go through rulemaking to set your policy. You are not governing the way people behave, you are governing the way you operate the facility.
Mr. Harris: The Center for Disease Control on May 13 from what I read, and goes
back to what I think what was said previously, but the areas that still require masks are public transportation, nursing homes, prisons and homeless shelters are still requiring masks mandated by the Center of Disease Control. Individual businesses can do whatever they want. My wife went to Publix this morning at 7:00 a.m. and she walked in with a mask in her hand and people were masked up, so she wore the mask. She was told that they have not heard from Corporate yet as to what the policy will be in their facility. It is like what you said Mike, it is up to the individual business owner to mandate what they want to do on their own business, but those other items I mentioned are still mandated by the CDC.
Ms. Weil: I went to the Publix liquor store to get lottery tickets and I didn't notice the mask sign on the door anymore. When I went in, the clerks had their masks on, I had

mine on anyway and I said, did you take the sign down or are you not requiring them anymore, they said no we are not requiring them, it is up to you.
Mr. Harris: And this was before this came out? Ms. Weil: This was Monday or Tuesday.
Mr. Hernandez: There is still a lot of grey area. The part to keep in mind is that
Mr. Hernandez was not audible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that I think that needs to be clearly stated on the record is that the Board has diligently checked since day one what is taken place, what is being needed. Right now for instance the CDC has stated  that if you  are going  to be outside... .Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time. Any other subject for Mike?
	Engineer

Mr. Hernandez: The engineer has nothing to present.

	Club Manager

Ms. Garcia: I provided four different reports. One is the gym attendance, the pool attendance. The second is staff attendance and there is a splash pad activity for the month of April.
Ms. Weil: I have one question on the staff attendance, Haydee is listed as male. Ms. Genther: I was curious as to why it designates male or female at all?
Ms. Weil: I don't know, but that is their system.
Mr. Hernandez: But the part that based on this report, that it doesn't provide a total. Ms. Weil: Right, it doesn't provide total hours.
Mr. Hernandez: All they have to do is run the columns.
Ms. Garcia: This one here wasn't an excel sheet. It was generated from the system which I thought you would want instead. You can export the report directly from the system or you can put it into excel.
Mr. Hernandez: The purpose of this report is for me to be able to say ok, so and so was here this many hours. This report doesn't answer that. I don't have any totals. can say yes, this many people showed up, but I don't have any totals.
Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time. Ms. Weil: Are Lita and Carlos still employed? Ms. Garcia: Yes.

Ms. Weil: She only worked four hours in April.
Ms. Garcia: She is a floater.	The amount that she works varies from month to month.
The conversation was in audible at this time.
Ms. Weil: What about Carlos?
Ms. Garcia: Carlos is in IT. He was on the list that I pulled out the system. Ms. Genther: I noticed Eileen was here.
Ms. Marti: Yes. I swipe my face every time I come in. Ms. Weil: And Danny O?
Ms. Garcia: Danny is also IT.
Mr. Walker: I have a question. When did we go to staying open all day? We changed that last month and recommended that we didn't close between the hours of 10:00 and 4:00 p.m. and that we were staying open from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the gym. How did we notify people that change took place? We were supposed to do some sort of notification outside. We were going to put some signage that says hey, we are now back to normal hours again, but I haven't seen anything.
Mr. Hernandez: I haven't seen anything.
Ms. Garcia was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Walker: That is what I am saying. I don't know how we notified the community in general. We have had some people who have been upset with our hours of operation and how we communicate to them.
Mr. Hernandez: We still have the option to all the subdivisions to provide them with information from the COD.
Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Walker: That covers all the basis. Ms. Genther: We do have A-frames also.
Mr. Walker: That is what we were going to do. We were going to put an A-frame out, at least the one in front of the Clubhouse.
Mr. Hernandez: Let's do at the entrance to start. Let's provide that. Alex, can you do something with that?
Ms. Garcia: Of course.

Mr. Hernandez: Let's start with this one because if we are going to be doing construction, I don't know if we can do anything further.
Mr. Walker : Also, you are notifying the Master Association and all the HOA's and through our website from the COD so that there is mass notification.
Ms. Genther: We also need to be sure that they understand that they still need to make reservations.
Mr. Walker: That was my next question. Thank you I forgot that. Are we going to still require reservations or are we opening, opening?
Ms. Garcia: I can always put something together for the next meeting?
Mr. Walker: I mean now. What are we going to do now for people who want to come in? I know there has never been usage that has caused a problem with the amount of capacity that we have allowed, but are we going to continue to do reservations?
Mr. Hernandez: Let me give you the administrative opinion. Since we still have especially in the gym area, I would highly recommend for at least before we move to the other side to try to continue having the reservations . For the pool, I don't have that kind of conce rn. We have never come close to the capacity. The part that is important, keep in mind is that if we were trying to get away from reservations for the gym area, you are going to be facing the decision that if people choose to come and Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time. Right now, I think that it would be easier for the community to continue going through that process rather than changing it. Once again that is from the administrative side.
Mr. Walker: That makes sense but also what about masks? Are we going to require masks in the gym because they have eliminated that through the state mandate as well as the CDC mandate?
Mr. Hernandez : The County still has that so if the Board wants to maintain with the masks for the gym as of, yet it is my understanding that you can do that.
Ms. Marti: I have a question regarding the mask mandate, so we are all on the same page. If the Board decides to move forward with removing the mask requirement for vaccinated people, we are not legally able to ask for vaccination documentation, it is based on an honor system, correct?

Mr. Hernandez: As of yet just to answer your question is that it is my understanding that the ruling from the County still applies where in the gym you can still have the rule requesting them to have a mask.
Mr. Harris: The long and short of it is we decide. If you can't social distance, it should be required. Indoors you can't social distance.
Mr. Walker: It sounds like we would allow capacity in the pool because we are coming into the warmest parts of the year.
Mr. Hernandez: Mandating for them to have the face being covered doesn't come
to be an issue. It is a choice. As long as we continue to be having the requirement to have an appointment technically, we could get away making sure everybody maintains the distance with not having any types of problems.
Mr. Walker: Are you talking about pool or gym?
Mr. Hernandez: Gym. The pool I believe that we all agree that there is no need to have a mask.
Mr. Walker: Right, but what about reservations at the pool?
Mr. Hernandez: What I suggest, and it is my opinion, it has nothing to do with the management company for the Club, is that the gym you are better off maintaining and keeping the reservations.
Mr. Walker : I understand that. I am asking about the pool?
Mr. Hernandez: Whatever the capacity is with the restriction of the limited space that we have that is what we will have.
Mr. Walker: So, we can fill all the tables sort of speak. I don't need reservations .
Mr. Hernandez: Yes. I think all that we need to be doing is bringing some additional furniture so that people can have space but trying to maintain the six-foot distance, but I think that we should be open.
Ms. Genther: What about time restrictions? Mr. Walker: Well, if there are no reservations.
Mr. Hernandez: If there are no reservations , first come, first serve.
Ms. Genther: So, people would be able to come and hang out and sunbath again. Ms. Garcia: Are we going by the capacity that we had in place?
Mr. Walker: Capacity of what we had with tables that are socially distanced.

Mr. Hernandez: Correct, as long as we can maintain a social distance.
Mr. Walker: I don't know how much more furniture we could put out but put as much as we can keeping the space. That would be our new capacity.
Mr. Harris: But no reservations.
Mr. Hernandez: No reservations. First come first serve.
Mr. Harris: In the sign and the message that is sent out for the community is going to say the pool is open, but social distancing is still required or something like that.
Ms. Genther: And first come, first serve.
Mr. Hernandez: Part of what needs to be understood is that I don't want this to
.,
become an item of a battle. If two families choose to come together, right now there is no restriction whatsoever, so allowing them to do so is their choice. What we are going to be doing as soon as we can from the management side is to keep the furniture set up in the way that social distance is going to be encouraged, we cannot regulate what is the six feet. Let them define what it is that they are going to be doing and I don't know if that is what the Board feels needs to be done.
Ms. Garcia: Will we be lifting the answering of phone calls from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m.
Mr. Hernandez: You still need to do it for the gym. At least not until they are on
the other side.
Ms. Weil: That was my thought too was keep the reservations and masks for the gym and then when we move over, we will reassess anyway so we can figure that out then.
Mr. Harris: It is only about 45 days or so.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It is important to note to that your decisions are based on recommendations from the CDC and the State and whatever, but you are in a construction zone as well.
The conversation was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: One of the items that caught my eye when I was coming in this morning is that the existing structure there is no tables. Nothing was in that entire area.
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Ms. Genther: We always had a couple of tables in that area because people do like to be in the shade. One thing to make note of is that we are still operating at full hours because we are still closing at 9:00 correct?
Mr. Hernandez: Correct.
Ms. Genther: That doesn't affect the pool, but it does affect the gym attendance.
Mr. Hernandez: The reason why that isn't changing yet is because we have proven by the schedule that we have been providing in the past that the capacity at those hours are minimum, so extending out to 9:00, we are giving the benefit to 2 or 3 people who choose to be coming at that time. It is likely that when we will be going back to our regular basis, we will be checking to see that number.
Ms. Genther: I did want to note from the report that the maximum gym attendance that was reported we did reach a maximum of 12 I think one time slot of one day, and then also the pool attendance the maximum was one day 45 during one time slot. It is way under what our capacity is.
Mr. Harris: Those numbers are going to change as the weather gets warmer. Mr. Walker: School is out in three weeks.
Ms. Genther: I agree with that. This goes back to the discussion we had at our last meeting where oh, I can't access the facility well; we still haven't reached maximum capacity with our restricted numbers.
Mr. Walker: Luis, so we are in agreement, we are going to add as many tables as possible providing we still have six feet.
Mr. Hernandez: Yes sir.
Mr. Harris: And no mask restriction for the pool. Mr. Hernandez: Correct.
Ms. Weil: And obviously we are also lifting the restriction for no bags and toys or are we going to keep that in place?
Mr. Walker: Why do we have that restriction?
Mr. Hernandez: We had it because people were limited in time and if they were to be bringing bags they would be staying longer. Right now, that we are lifting all that in my head it doesn't make any sense to keep it.
Mr. Walker: Yes, eliminate that bag business restriction.

Ms. Genther: It is still restricted to one person in the bathroom at a time. Mr. Hernandez: No, we have to remove the sign.
Ms. Genther: Ok.
Mr. Hernandez: Anything else Alex?
Ms. Garcia: Yes. I received an email from Little Swimmers, we are trying set up for the beginning of June, but the issue is that she won't have any...
Mr. Hernandez: She had last said they would be able to start in the middle of June and the COD is asking is there anything that could be done to start earlier.
Ms. Garcia: The answer that was given was that they would be able to start in the beginning of June in the afternoons because they don't have any instructions for the morning being that they are teachers. We can start in the morning June 14, but I know that the Board wanted us to start as early in June as possible.
Mr. Hernandez: What do they call afternoon?
Ms. Garcia: After 3:00 p.m. which is when the instructors would be available.
Mr. Hernandez: When we were having restrictions in the number of people, it made sense to allow residents to come with their kids after 3, but as all that is being kind of lifted and now everyone can show up, it is probably better off for us to start on June 15 with the swimmers in the mornings.
Ms. Weil: From observations when we have the COD meetings in the summer, there is not too many people in the mornings, so those swimmers, that sections. There is no interruption. The kids are segregated without being splashed on. So, I am for mornings as soon as they can start in the morning.
Ms. Genther: In looking at the attendance so far, I think Ray was the one who said the afternoon hours is when we have peak attendance, so I am for the mornings.
Mr. Harris: I think we all agree that it should start on the June 25th in the morning. Ms. Garcia: Ok, that will be it.
Ms. Genther: We will need to let the community know that this will be available to
them.
Ms. Weil: A separate notification. Mr. Hernandez: Alright.
Ms. Weil: Too much information gets lost.
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Mr. Hernandez: Ok. There is one item that I am passing onto the Supervisors is tied in with NFC, and the reason I am presenting it because I have been provided with an invoice. What you are seeing here is that the District is being charged for the month of April with 86.50 of overtime. That is costing the District $1,643.50.
Ms. Genther: What happened to the 500 and something hours that we have already paid for? Have they made that back up?
Mr. Hernandez: The arrangements that we made is that we used what they are charging and using those times on a monthly basis, so by the end of September and October all that was taken care of.
Ms. Genther: Ok.
Mr. Hernandez: Number 2 is that once again, I am not saying that this didn't take place, but I cannot sign it. I don't know. I don't have a way to prove whether there is overtime or not overtime. It is being said and presented in a way and I need direction from the Board.
Mr. Walker: I have a question before we accept that, is that when we were opening up the pool for more usage?
Mr. Hernandez:   The District does have, and it has in the past used additional time in staff for the summertime. The existing contract is 216 hours per week. Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time. Part of my problem right now is that all the information that has been given, I have nothing to certify that it has taken place or not.
Mr. Walker was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: That is all that I have been provided.
Ms. Weil: I have two questions and issues with this. One is other than Alex, I don't recall anybody being full-time, so they are all part-timers.
Ms. Marti: And Gabby.
Ms. Weil: So how is that a part-timer gets to be incurring overtime because it's classified as over 40 hours.
Ms. Marti:  It is not over-time that we are paying them.  We are not paying them
time and a half.  I don't think you have had anyone here work over 40 hours. What is it, is additional staffing, what we did is since I think it was September, we were using that we're owed to pay for that double staffing to make sure we had someone at the fitness
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center? After that was used up, I believe it was sometime in February or March, we continued to double staff, just so that we had two people here enforcing rules and being available, so those are the hours. It is not technically overtime. It is not something that was over 40 hours, it is just additional contracted hours.
Mr. Walker: So, it is not overtime, it is more hours.
Ms. Marti: Yes. I can put together a schedule of exactly who worked and when.
We can pull that together because Alex has all of that documentation.
Ms. Weil: That leads to my second issue which is for Eternity, for example on 4/5 this bill back for April shows 3:00 to 9:00 for 6 hours, but yet her timesheet is 13:48 to 19:58 so how are we getting double billed for that day?
Ms. Marti: How the bill got put together is that, that was her hours that she worked for the full day, but the 3:00 to 6:00 was the additional hours that she was needed.
Ms. Genther: Then she didn't work additional hours, she worked the hours that she was scheduled for. So, we are charged twice and not only are we being charged twice, but are you saying that Eternity makes $19 an hour on a regular basis. So, we are being charged at her regular rate for the hours she works plus we are being charged an additional 6 hours on this one particular day for an additional $19 an hour which is not her regular rate. So, you are charging us for time and a half.
Ms. Marti: I think the miscommunication is when we do bill back, I understand what you are saying, but the way that we do bill back is we are contracted for X number of hours per week. When we are doing double staffing, let's say in this case or pre-Covid whenever there was an event, let's say for argument sake our contracted amount is 216 hours a week, if we had an event and we needed all hands on deck for that event, then that week maybe instead of 216 it was 230, whatever the case may have been. We bill back for those additional hours. The way that we are doing the bill back now is since it is not an event, but we are double staffing every week, we are over because for 216 hours a week, we can't double staff.
Ms. Genther: Who is making the additional money? Where is that additional money going? Does Eternity get that $19 an hour?
Ms. Marti: She does not get $19 an hour; we go by whatever the contract says. don't bill.
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Ms. Weil: On her regular timesheet it was showing that she was working at her normal amount. Then bill back is for the same time period.
Mr. Hernandez: At the last meeting the Board asked me to find out what the salary that each one of the employees was receiving. I just passed the hourly rate that each person is receiving. That is the part where I am getting confused. Once again, all what I am asking is for the Board to define which direction I need to go. Do I need to be paying an invoice that I am completely unaware of and I have already distinguished as you are seeing the information that I have been given, I cannot identify there was any overtime or not? The only part that I can see is and by checking and comparing that against what each individual makes at an hourly rate.
Ms. Genther: And I will say that it will take somebody's time to sit down and cross reference these as Laurie just did, but we can clearly look and see based on the report that we got that Eternity worked from this hour to this hour on this particular day, and lo and behold, we are also getting charged for overtime for 6 hours at $19 an hour for hours that she is already scheduled to be here for.
Mr. Walker: Can we leave it and we get this clarified for our next meeting? We are going around in circles.
Ms. Marti: So, what I will do is we have the face recognition; it is not really the schedule, it is just whenever we come in. That is how we know exactly how many hours they were here. So, what we are going to do is we are also to submit this with facial recognition and add also the total hours at the bottom. We are also going to add the schedule that we go by and then every week we will add at the bottom how many contracted hours we have and how many were over. What you guys are seeing is what she had, what she is scheduled to work. She was scheduled to work because we were staffing to have double coverage because of Covid. We will put together the actual schedule week by week on one spreadsheet and add the total amount of hours at the end.
Ms. Genther: My problem isn't the total numbers; my problem is that we are being
charged for the same hours at two different rates for the same person who is already here. It is not the total; it is on April 5; Eternity was here from 3:00 to 9:00 - 6 hours overtime but she was also here from whatever times Laurie had said already.
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Ms. Marti: I think the confusion comes because of the report you are looking at it shows the time she was here was the facial recognition, so we are not paying double for her, it is just for whenever she is here.
Mr. Harris: Where does the $19 an hour come into play?
Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Weil: We need to get a clearer sheet to say yes, Eternity for this week, she worked from the 1st to the 7th she worked 3 days at different shifts, but we are being double billed for most of one shift so we need to understand how many hours for the 216 and what is being billed for extra people. Are we paying based on this or are we being billed at the overtime rate and then it brings the question of well how is the decision made for bringing in extra people to get this overtime?
Ms. Marti: What I am going to do is put together Ms. Marti was inaudible at this time. You guys can see how many hours we are working. I understand what you are saying, but I think when you see it broken down per week, with the breakdown of hours you will understand. It shows that she is there, but we went over the 216 so the additional hours we just pulled those and that is how we did the bill back.
Ms. Weil: In order for me to look, I would have to look at Eternity was here on the 5th from 13:48 to 19:58 and then I would have to go down to Javier to see when he was here on the 5th.
Ms. Marti: We are going to do it weekly and then what we are going to do to the facial recognition, we are going to do that weekly and then we are also going to do the schedule that we have weekly too so that way you can see Monday exactly who is here. Each week we will do a tally of total hours at the bottom as well just so that it is cleaner, and it is better to understand.
Ms. Genther: Here is my problem, Eternity is scheduled for on a regular basis 25 hours a week according to this report. In the first week of April, probably the second week of April, she worked the 25 hours we will say, and she had another 12 hours. That is still less than 40 hours, why are we paying her overtime.
Mr. Hernandez: Anything over the 216 is overtime .
Ms. Marti: It is the bill back rate that the contract has. That is definitely something I can bring up to corporate but the rate that corporate bills back for the additional 216
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hours is a set amount. It doesn't matter if it is someone has 40 hours that goes into overtime for 5 hours, it is anything over the contracted weekly hours that is what the bill back is.
Ms. Genther: Ok, then I nominate Alex and Gaby to be the ones working the overtime.
Ms. Marti: Ok.
Ms. Genther: If we are going to be paying those rates. Mr. Walker: I don't want to put an undue burden.
Ms. Genther: This seems peculiar, but I don't know. Like I said, we don't have enough information altogether yet.
Mr. Hernandez: Please let your office know, not that I don't want to pay but that has been part of the issue that just giving hours, I just need to trust them. The part that needs to be understood on the record is that one of the items that we were discussing that individual with the Supervisors is, it gets to be passing on a benefit to an entity rather than passing it to the employees Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Harris: I have one other question. Did all these people get paid? Ms. Marti: Yes. Everyone is always paid.
Mr. Hernandez: Does anything further need to be discussed on this matter?
Ms. Weil: Not on this matter. I wanted to give my police report. We had a detail and he worked from 6:30 in the morning to 10:30 in the morning. One day he gave two speeding tickets, one warning for a stop sign located at Mediterranean and NE 33rd Ave, 3 more stop sign tickets at the same location.
Ms. Genther: Is that by your house Ray? Mr. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Walker: Thank you Laurie. I think what Laurie is doing will really help the community with the speeding problem. People get tickets and when they see the police even if they don't get a ticket, they slow down.
Mr. Harris: I have a couple items on the traffic situation just for the record. On May 1st, at approximately 10:00 p.m. there was a traffic accident on Campbell Drive. Four cars were involved in the accident heading west right in front of Malibu Bay. The accident resulted in the cars being pushed across the street, across the median into the parking

lot at DQ. I went and saw the incident site the next day. A woman who was 8 months pregnant, and the baby were unfortunately killed along with the driver of that car. The speed limit there is 40 mph. I saw in my unprofessional observation skid marks up onto the sidewalk across into the travel lanes, obviously speed was a factor in that accident. Since that day, I have noticed in the few times that I have gone down Campbell Drive, there have been police stopping cars with their lights going. I am assuming they are stopping people from speeding. We have to find a way to get more police presence in the community, not only in our community, Isles of Oasis, but presence in the community of East Homestead, the area around here that has grown immensely. The other thing is there was a fire if you don't know, 5,100 acres burned from behind the racetrack south to Card Sound Road. I went and visited the site and saw that there were still smoldering things a week later. If you had snowflakes coming down in your yard, it wasn't snowflakes, it as ash from the fire. That is still under investigation. Fortunately, no homes were involved, but had it gone in a different direction it could have affected some of the areas near and dear to us. As far as the Covid is concerned, the last report from the Florida Department of Health was done on April 25. Channel 10 news was the one that I used for the reporting and I have not found another outlet. That is the last update I have as of April 25 was 28,996 cases, a change of 1,732 from the 4th of the April which was the report before and approximately 41% of the residents of Homestead, not East Homestead, but of Homestead have tested positive for the virus. According to Dr. Aileen Marty, infectious disease control expert from the Florida International University, stated that 52% of the eligible Florida residents ages 16 or older have received at least one shot, 40% are fully vaccinated. The Florida Department of Health says that Southeast Florida residents have received in these regions 61% for Miami-Dade, 55.9% for Broward and 58.8% for Monroe Counties.
Ms. Genther: I would be interested to know what it would be for Homestead.
Mr. Harris: For the State of Florida just so you know, we have had a total number of cases since Covid started to be reported of 2,282,613 cases of which there have been 35,929 deaths. To put it in perspective, that is approximately 50% of the population of Homestead.

Ms. Genther: Our zip code number of cases is still increasing. We had already topped 10,000. We are now at about 10,400. It is going up. I think that there is also that there is some vaccine resistance and hesitancy in this particular area that maybe isn't seen in some of the other areas. I think in this environment of this meeting I am very comfortable not having my mask on, but when I go to Publix or Walmart, when I leave here, the mask will be on.
Mr. Hernandez: If the Board doesn't mind, I am going to be asking to be taking a break, but there are some people who need to be moving to another work places.
At this time the Board took a shorl break.
Mr. Hernandez: So, getting back to the regular meeting. Is there anything else that we need in Club Manager that the Board wants to be discussing?
Ms. Genther: My feeling is we should be moving towards Ms. Genther was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: By saying that, what you mean is we have been discussing in the past keeping the entities, having another company come and manage those entities. The District agreed to pay the contractor a one-time charge, Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time. It gets to be indicating the employee has been servicing the Oasis for 40%, 2 to 3 year 30%, 3-4 years 20% and 4 plus 10%. The only one that is out of that completely is Haydee. She came from KW. That part is indicated somewhere else within this contract. The portion that I don't know how to quantify it is that once again, this contract was being paid with the understanding that there was going to be 4 full time employees and in reality, we only have two full time employees. We only have one individual that has been servicing for almost three years. The others, that is what I can't define. The next step would be if the Board wants to move is a motion to terminate NFC and by doing that requesting for NFC to provide the District with a payoff for the entities.

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Mr. Harris with all in favor, a motion to terminate NFC Amenity Management was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: A termination letter with 30 days will be passed onto them. I will be asking for the payoff. Keep in mind the payoff is something that probably they are

going to want to discuss further so if the Board wants to assign the same individual that you have assigned in the past.
Ms. Genther: Laurie is familiar with this. I think that I would nominate Laurie if she were willing to take this on.
Mr. Hernandez: Laurie is nominated by Susie. Ray, are you in agreement? Mr. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Laurie, do you agree? Ms. Weil: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Then we will move on.
	Field Manager

Mr. Hernandez: Field manager, do you have anything to be presenting?
Mr. Quesada: The grass is on the mend at Portovita, that is the good news. It is looking really good along the parameters grass-wise. I did some research just because I know we have a tricky situation here with the developer where not all the irrigation is done there. There is one pump. Right now, the plan is all their water is shut off from sub Association and the COD is using the pump to irrigate these areas which is not a problem. Just in case, Luis and I have been proactively seeking what it would take for the COD to have its own irrigation system should there ever be the HOA would want to cut ties or anything like that. I got a verbal from the irrigation manager this morning that it is about
$30,000, and again I don't want to give you something specific until I see it in writing. She was waiting on a subcontractor because in order for us to have our own irrigation for the COD areas around Portovita, you need a well system. There are other alternatives, but this would probably be the most affective and again I could put some asphalt along the road there. The way it was designed is water is leaking out along the entryways, so you want to cut it there and then just have it run throughout the perimeter.
Mr. Hernandez: Why don't you put in the southwest corner where there is nothing and it is already in existence and tie it into the existing pipes?
Mr. Quesada: I did raise that question.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that I think that is important to keep in the record is number one, we have been told by the developer we don't know. We weren't a part of that involvement. The part that we know is that the intent when the developer was still
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being involved and the management company for the HOA at the time, we had a verbal agreement where everybody knew that it was going to be a shared system where it was based on the linear feet, everybody was going to retain feet for which I didn't have a problem. Although last year around September or October, we started receiving communication from the HOA company and at the same time we started seeing the landscaping being affected. It took us till February or the beginning of March to be able to be contacted now by a new management company and that kind of changed entirely what initially was being said. In an effort to avoid that miscommunication, the COD has been taking approaches to try to get to get the President of the HOA. We have already sent an email directly to the lady and what we are doing by that, we are trying to understand what is taking place. The part that needs to be understood is that if anything particular or specific needs to be done for that area, it will be charged to that area. It does not provide any particular benefit to the residents in Bali that the irrigation system in Portovita was not properly done. Not only that, part of the question that we have been handling to them is the fact that have they accepted a regulated irrigation. We don't know. The only part that we know is that they continue complaining that they have problems. I do know as per the letter that I received last year they used to have an irrigation company that was doing the irrigation part. We will come back and inform you, the part that we are just doing is maintaining all these records on the public file so that all the Supervisors know and the community knows what are the efforts that we are taking on our side to make sure what is taking place. For instance, one of the other items that concerns me is that it has been indicated on the public record that anything from the sidewalk out to the street that does not belong to the COD. We provide the answers to them, then they go again, they change a lot of people kind of asking questions and the same questions, so the right hand at that company does not speak to the left hand, so we need to be giving the same answer to the other people and that is what we are facing right now. I am getting a little bit tired of the fact that they are being extremely inefficient.
Ms. Genther: They also mowed the lake bank and then tried to bill us for us or wanted to know who they should send the bill to. We maintain the lake bank. They know this. This is not new news to them.
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Mr. Hernandez: One of the items that we haven't mentioned to them is that they have been allowing homeowners to put in pools. As they have been doing those pools, they have damaged the slope in some of the lank banks. Some of them the District came and kind of fixed it. Others, and still, it is a work in progress, we don't know what is going to be taking place and the one that is giving all those permits is the HOA. We have a regular contractor, that property does not belong to you, and our vendor continues to be going regularly so nothing on the COD has changed that has diminished the services that are being provided to them. Anything else?
Mr. Quesada: No. Just obviously we have a lot of landscaping projects going on.
The hedge is progressing.
Mr. Harris: I sent some pictures to Luis this past week that I took. On the exit side going out of Mediterranean, BrightView planted some plants there.
Ms. Genther: Are you talking about in Antillean?
Mr. Harris: Ok. Half of those plants are dead. They have been dead for quite a while, and nobody is paying attention to replacing them because the ones that are growing have leaves on them, but the rest are sticks. You know they are not going to grow. That really needs to be fixed. The other thing is this past weekend there was no porter service at least on Mediterranean, because I took a picture of some trash again at the entranceway or exit side of Antillean. I personally pulled a box off the side of the street and put it on the side of the curbing so it wouldn't be run over continuously and turned into a real mess for somebody to clean up.
Mr. Quesada: I did mention the azzurro on the drive on Tuesday so that will get done. Secondly, I was just informed on Tuesday that our porter is no longer working for the company. She left the company.  You guys have a brand-new porter. They are still in the process of training and all that. She is still making the rounds and doing all that, I guess there is somebody with her to try and help familiarize her, so it is going to be a little bit of a learning curve.
Mr. Hernandez: She was by herself today.
Ms. Weil: Wednesday she was by herself too, I saw her when I left for work.

Mr. Harris: Somebody should be informing Luis of what is going on when there is no porter service so that they can make adjustments to know what is going on. It is unfortunate that we are not getting the communication from BrightView.
Mr. Hernandez: Furthermore, the part that I am concerned about is that at this point, it is crucial, the porter services . The community has been able to finally get to the point that the appearance is looking good.
Ms. Genther: It is really looking good. I was going to say one thing about the azzurro, what is weird is that the one section looks good, and then all of the sudden this other section is dead. That is one thing that was kind of a puzzle.
Mr. Harris: I thought it was an infestation of some insect or something. Ms. Genther: You think it would have gone throughout.
Mr. Harris: Those plants are like a year and half old.
Ms. Genther: It was just weird how this group was dead, and that group was surviving.
Mr. Quesada: That is all being taken care of.
Mr. Harris: It is one of those things that with not having you on board and thank you Susie for doing the drives, it is nice that it is being looked at.
Ms. Genther: I have a landscaping thing to mention. They are out there working on that center median right now setting flowers out. That is exciting. That is going to be pretty when that is done.
Mr. Hernandez: It appears that we are going to be needing to have the second meeting this month. We are going to be seeing everything that is coming not only from Lisa, but also getting all the other projects going forward. Right now, what I am going to be pushing hard is to get them to be a little more proactive on the facility side. I think we have been extremely passive, so we are going to be working on that.

	COD Manager

Mr. Hernandez: Moving on, I have nothing to be presenting as the COD manager.
Ms. Garcia: Since we are relaxing a lot of restrictions at the Club, does that mean that we are allowing guests to come back?
Ms. Genther: Oh, that is a good question.

Mr. Hernandez: I think at the start for the next couple of weeks I would say not yet. Ms. Weil: I would hold off.
Mr. Hernandez: At least for right now you can say that you can come, no calling is needed for the pool and so on and so forth, but I think that is would be pushing it hard to completely open it up. I think it makes sense to start revising, relaxing the rules, but at the same time you don't want to get in trouble.
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Hernandez: Moving on we have the financials in Section 8. Tab A contains the check run summary and Tab B has the balance sheet and income statement. Does anyone have any questions? Hearing that no one has any questions, a motion to accept the financials will be in order.
On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Ms. Genther with all in favor, the check run summary, balance sheet and income statement were approved.



NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Hernandez: Moving forward any other Supervisor's requests?
Mr. Harris: The one I forgot was an important one. We had a neighbor in Antillean who continues to dump his construction debris on the drainage basin between the corner of 4th Drive and SE 31st Ave. It is the owner of the home on 441 SE 30th Avenue. I know because I watched him physically and saw him dump the stuff one evening on the basin. The problem is, and I went in the other day because he dumped again, he knows, he is a resident, so he knows when the trash picks up and he dumps the stuff the night before. I took my broom from my house and swept all the stuff off the drainage basin yesterday knowing that we were going to get some rain. I shouldn't have to do that. The man has been told before. This is the same person who had put the beach behind his house. This is the same person who put the irrigation line into the retention pond at his house. This is the man who used to drive across the property that we had to put the rojo conga in to stop him from driving across HOA property. It is the same guy whose parking brake let go on his truck and he wound up in the lake and had to have it pulled out.

Ms. Genther: The best was the time that I was out with Chris and I said Chris, stop, look at what he is doing, and that is when he was building the beach. Chris was able to film as he was building his beach. That was priceless.
Mr. Hernandez: Just to answer and make it a proactive approach to your request, I think what we need to do is we need to go to the City. We don't have any powers. The City does. What he is doing has been several months. The fact that it is going into the drainage system itself we cannot enforce it, but the City can, so let us work with the City. I already have the address and let's see what we can do.
Mr. Harris: The owner of the house is not him. The owner of the house is his wife. She is just as responsible as he is. I am surprised that the people that come for the bulk trash pickup, they know, they have seen it before. He used to put it next to his driveway and they stopped picking it up, so he moved it over. The problem is the pile gets bigger and bigger. I have picked up pieces of broken tile that were going to go down near the drain and the porter that we have in our community with me with a shovel and broom picking up pieces of tile and putting it into a plastic bag so it didn't go down in our storm drain.
Mr. Hernandez: Let us get the City involved.
Ms. Genther was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Hernandez: We will work with the City and any other means that we can do. Mr. Harris: I appreciate that. I mentioned it to the HOA.
Mr. Hernandez: Any other Supervisor's items? Mr. Harris: No sir.
Ms. Genther: Ray, do you keep track of the rain?
Mr. Harris: We had 1.25 inches of rain last night. Believe it or not, we have had probably a little over five inches of rain since January 1, but it has come like a 1 ½" one day, 3/4" of an inch another day and then 2 inches, so about 5.5 inches of rain we have had since the first of the year. Don't forget the rain gauge stands perpendicular to the ground. The wind and rain are going at about 45, so not all of the rain gets in the rain gauge.
Ms. Genther:  But in theory it should still be measurable.
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Mr. Harris: Mine is near a fence. Sometimes there is a difference in the rain just from where you are located. It could be raining on this side of the street and the other side of the street the sun is out.
Ms. Genther: Ray and I, when I was actively tracking the rain amounts, we were always amazed, typically I would get more rain than he would.
Mr. Harris: I got a new rain gauge with a bigger bucket.
Mr. Hernandez: The last item that I have on my side is reminding that the next meeting is May 24.
Ms. Genther: Is that going to be at 9:00 a.m.?
Mr. Hernandez: 9:00 a.m. The last item that I want to let the Board know is that since we are going to be maintaining Mr. Hernandez was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Genther: I think it will be a positive step. Mr. Hernandez: I will do my best.
Mr. Harris: We know that.
Mr. Hernandez: With that being said, unless anyone has any other District business to discuss, a motion to adjourn would be in order.

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.
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